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Training on the Go – A direct line to food service profits
Several years ago, our club was selected to test the Food and Beverage Training on the Go (TOG) Program. Initially, 
the program was met with some resistance from the front of house staff.  They felt it was just another program 
whereby the dining room managers preached F&B mechanics.  Upon the staff’s recommendation, we changed the 
program’s delivery and made it involve the servers and bartenders more than managers.  

With the new delivery, staff studied a pre-determined module and were then charged with presenting it to the rest of 
the team.  This was the key to making the program work.  Now, servers would become teachers and would instruct 
their “class” in the pre-shift meetings.  There was no way to avoid having to teach a module as we required busboys, 
hostesses, servers, and bartenders alike to instruct a class twice a month. 

At first, the staff was enthralled by the alcoholic beverage information, especially the histories of liquors and wines.  
This is the easiest part to teach because our young team seemed to have an interest in learning about alcohol.  After 
they taught the beverage portion, we focused on foods and specifically our dining room menus.  With the help of our 
chef, we discussed the history of our menu items, which wines would complement which entrees, and how to sell the 
daily features.  After the beverage and food modules were taught, we moved on to other important issues such as the 
steps of service, flow of the dining room, recovery techniques, etc. In the end, 94 modules were taught over a 16-
month period.  Some of the more important modules were repeated.  After completing the modules in order, we have 
now begun to teach them at random and allowing the staff to choose the module they wish to teach.

Once the TOG program was instituted and the bugs were worked out, several amazing things happened in our food 
service operation.  The first noticeable change was in the demeanor and confidence of the front of house staff.  They 
became more comfortable discussing food and beverages with members and guests and making recommendations. 
Their newly gained knowledge of the preparations and histories of the food and beverages that we offered helped 
them become more confident in their ability to answer members’ questions and make suggestions. 

The second noticeable change was that our front of house staff turnover rate declined.  Our servers enjoyed coming to 
work and were not as apt to move on to another restaurant opportunity.  The restaurant staff felt more a part of the 
club and they enjoyed getting to know members more personally through their social interaction. 

The third and most noticeable change was in the number of appetizers, desserts, and after-dinner drinks sold during 
the dinner shifts.  With more knowledge, they were able to discuss daily specials and suggestively sell at every table.  
The increase in the a la carte average check was immediate.  Servers’ confidence created an aura of professionalism 
and fostered a more competitive nature.  Personal bets were made to see who could up-sell the most wine or desserts.  
Managers started offering a complimentary dessert to the server who sold the most after-dinner drinks.  The front of 
house staff loved the competition and it drove our sales to levels not seen in the past.  Of course, revenues followed.

The TOG program was started in October of 2001.  Almost immediately, the average check increased, and the number 
of appetizers and desserts sold increased as well.  Soon after, our alcoholic beverage sales increased, especially wine 
by the bottle, which shot up 200%.   In 2002, the program really took off.  By the spring of 2002, the up-selling 
competitions had begun, and revenue increases were seen in appetizers, daily specials, desserts, after-dinner drinks, 
wine by the bottle, and wine by the glass. For the 2002 year, the average F&B revenue per member increased 15% to 
$62.78 per month.  The trend continued in 2003 with revenues continuing to increase in 2004.  

It is without question that implementing the F&B Training on the Go program has had and continues to have a direct 
positive effect of food service revenues at the club.  If you think this program could help your club, visit the PCPM 
Marketplace Store and download the TOG program.  It is a surefire way to increase your dining room revenues, and 
bottom line as well.

Chris Conner, General Manager
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Tips to Take Advantage of Training on the Go

1. One of the major motivations in creating the Training on the Go (TOG) material is the desire to give our 
food servers more knowledge, hence confidence, about the food and beverage they serve.  With 
increased knowledge and confidence, they should be in a better position to make suggestions to 
members and to increase average checks through upselling.  Recognizing the importance of this to all 
club operations, managers should make every effort to teach servers about food and beverage products, 
practices, and traditions.  Training of the Go is a tool to help you do this.

2. Training on the Go material is resident in MS Power Point files.  Most files are two pages (slides) and 
should be printed on the front and back of 8 ½ by 11 paper or card stock.  Some files have as many as 
eight pages and should be printed front and back to create multiple sheets.  

3. Each file is numbered, beginning at #001.  Files with multiple pages are numbered #081a, #081b, and 
so forth.

4. For best results, after printing each file on the front and back of paper or card stock, the sheets should be 
laminated.  It is cheaper and more convenient to invest in a laminating machine and doing this yourself, 
rather than paying someone else to do this.  Another option would be to place each sheet into a clear 
document protector.  The added advantage of a document protector is that, if you make changes to any 
of the material, you can simply remove and replace it.

5. After printing and protecting each sheet, it should be filed in a filing cabinet or file box in numerical 
sequence.  By using the provided index, you can easily locate a particular sheet (i.e., topic) to use at a 
pre-shift meeting.

6. Each Daily Review sheet contains various bits of information including service and sales tips; food, 
wine, and beverage terms; questions and answers; as well as reminders to cover daily specials, wines, 
specialty drinks, special parties, upcoming club events, and other matters of daily interest.

7. As with any other tool, Training on the Go is only as effective as the effort put into it by supervisors.  
Each sheet provides a framework to assist you in providing refresher training, but other steps on your 
part, such as wine tastings, reviews of the wine list, menus, glassware, bar offerings, etc., will be more 
effective when servers can correlate general knowledge with the specifics of your operation.  For 
instance, if you review California wines, pull the bottles of the California wines that your club offers 
and examine the labels and identify the grape varieties, wine regions, estates that produced the wines, 
and wine characteristics of your specific wine offerings.

8. The questions and answers provided on most Daily Review sheets can be used in a fun way to reinforce 
your servers’ knowledge.  Make the Q&A fun, offer gag prizes to the person who can answer the most 
questions, pose questions of your own, play games such as identifying liqueurs by the colors and shapes 
of their bottles, etc.  Putting a little effort into pre-shift meetings can make them infinitely more useful.
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Service Tip of the Day
Servers can accomplish so much more when
working as a team then they can as indivi-
duals.  For example, if each server had to cut 
his or her own lemons for iced tea service, it 
would take far longer than if one person cut 
enough for all servers.

So, think of your co-workers whenever you 
do something!  Where there is something that 
needs to be done, just do it, regardless of who          

noticed it.

Sales Tip of the Day
Jot down and review the description of any
daily specials so that you can describe 
them to members.  Take a few moments to 
“rehearse” your description to ensure your
presentation is smooth.

Food Terms
Mis en place - a French term meaning “the preparation is ready up

to the point of cooking.”  Commonly accepted as having 
everything necessary in place to provide quality food service.

Potato - The edible, starchy tuber of the potato plant; four types
classified as:  russet, long white, round white, and round red.

Facility Focus
Always check rest rooms before the start 
of a meal period to ensure that they are 
clean and well-stocked.

Beer Facts
Beer is a generic term used to describe all 
brewed and fermented beverages made from 
malted grains and hops.  There are five major
types of beers:  Ale, lager, stout, porter, and 
bock.

Wine Facts
Riesling is the classic white-wine grape of 
Germany; producing small, yellow, round
grapes that turn red-brown at maturity.  The
Riesling grape produces the finest German
wines and was successfully transplanted to
California.  It is used to produce “White 
Riesling” & “Johannesberg Riesling” wines.

Bev Terms
Single Malt Scotches are made from malt whiskies distilled at a 
single distillery and are often highly distinctive in flavor, aroma, 
and other characteristics.  They are not blended, nor do they 
contain any grain whisky.  There are four regions in Scotland that
produce malt whisky:  the Highlands, the Lowlands, 
Campbeltown, and Islay (pronounced I-lay).

POTENTIAL FOOD HAZARDS

Food service employees should be aware of the 
potential hazards of handling food and develop a 
conscientious concern for maintaining the highest 
possible standards of cleanliness and sanitation.  
Nothing can ruin the Club’s reputation faster than 
an incident of food poisoning.  Therefore:

If you are ill, you must notify your Supervisor.  Do
not try and be stoic or heroic by working when you
are sick.  The risk to our members and guests is too
great.  

Wash hands thoroughly after using rest rooms or
handling materials that do not pertain to food
service.

Do not smoke in food preparation or dining areas.

If you sneeze or cough, cover your mouth with a
tissue or handkerchief.  Then wash your hands.

Do not leave ice scoops in ice.



SAFETY TIPS

Keep the floor clean.  Pick up dropped food, paper, and other debris.  Wipe up spilled food at once.

Be careful when handling hot liquids.  Look before you move with hot foods.  Say “behind” or “hot item”
when approaching other employees with hot items.

Be careful when serving hot liquids.  Take time to serve safely.

Never scoop ice from the ice bin using a glass.  Should the glass break, the entire bin will have to be emptied.

Be particularly careful when entering or exiting kitchen doors.  While prompt service is a goal, pay particular
attention to this trouble spot.

Use a napkin as a tray liner to keep glasses and plates from sliding around on the tray.

Here’s the Answer, Now What is the Question?

A1.  au beurre - What is the French term for “cooked with or in butter”?  

A2.  au gras - What is the French term for “cooked in fat or a rich meat gravy”?

A3.  au gratin - What is the French term for “made with crumbs, scalloped, often with a cheese          
sauce”?

A4.  au jus - What is the French term for “served with the meat’s natural juices”?

A5.  au lait - What is the French term for “served with milk”?

A6.  au naturel- What is the French term for “plainly cooked or served raw”?

A7.  grenadine - What is pomegranate syrup used for coloring and flavoring?

A8.  humble pie - What is a British pie once made from various parts of the deer and fed to the 
servants at hunting feasts while the wealthy feasted on venison?

A9.  mince - What is the term for cutting food into very small pieces; not as fine as grinding,
but finer than chopping?

A10.  prosciutto - What is an Italian dried and cured ham which is not smoked?

D  a  i  l  y     R  e  v  i  e  w
• Specials
• Appetizers du Jour
• Wines by the Glass
• Specialty Drinks
• Menu tasting

• Espresso/Cappuccino
• Desserts du Jour
• Reservations
• Special Parties
• Upcoming Club Events
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Service Tip of the Day
Never approach a table to take an order 
without knowing:

Daily specials, how their prepared & prices
Appetizer(s) of the Day
Soup(s) of the Day
Special Wines by the Glass
Special Desserts
Specialty Drinks

Without this information at your fingertips, 
you will embarrass yourself and reflect 
poorly on the Club.

Sales Tip of the Day
It is always safe to recommend what you 
sell the most.  If you have a personal 
favorite, recommend that to members.

Suggesting cocktails or other beverages 
gives members an opportunity to order 
something that they may not have 
considered.

Ask members if they have a particular 
brand preference.  If they ask for a brand 
that we do not carry, list the premium 
brands that we do carry.  Make an effort to 
remember drink preferences so that next 
time you won’t have to ask.

Offer assistance to members who are 
indecisive, using your knowledge of drinks 
and their ingredients.

Offer new drinks or specials on choices 
members make.  For example, if a member 
orders a Margarita, offer to make it a 
Golden Margarita.  This is not being pushy 
but simply making the member aware of 
the further options we offer.  It also makes 
for a better experience if you offer the 
“better” drink.

When members are celebrating something, 
this is the time to suggest drinks, specials, 
etc.  They are more willing to splurge 
given the celebratory nature of the 
occasion.

Food Terms
Roquefort (ROKE-fort) - a blue cheese made with sheep’s milk and 

ripened with penicillium mold, made only in Roquefort, 
France.

Prosciutto (Pro-SHOOT-toe) - dried, cured Italian version of bacon.

Roe (ROW) - fish or shellfish eggs.

Wine Terms
Merlot (mar-LO) - a very fine red wine grape; once grown for  

blending with Cabernet Sauvignon; today, in California it is 
used to make a varietal red wine; a rich ruby wine with 
herb-like overtones in its fruity flavor.

Nouveau (new-VO) - the wine of the last harvest; during its first 
winter.

GENERAL RULES OF SERVICE

Servers must be in proper uniform at all times 
when in the members’ view.

Serving and clearing food and beverages:
• All food will be served from the left side of 

the member with the left hand. 
• All beverages will be served from the right 

side of the member with the right hand. 
• All items are to be cleared from the right 

side of the member. 
• Anytime it will cause an inconvenience for 

the member to be served from the proper 
side, just remember, whichever side you 
serve from, use the same serving hand – that 
is left hand for left side or right hand for 
right side.

Servers should provide attentive service without 
hovering, being obtrusive, or interfering with 
members’ conversation.  Staff should anticipate as 
many of the member’s needs as possible.

(Continued on Reverse)



GENERAL RULES OF SERVICE, Continued

Servers must know all details of the preparation of each menu item such as ingredients, cooking times, 
flavorings, etc.  

Be prepared to accommodate special requests, though always check with the Chef or kitchen staff to ensure 
availability of requested items.

Be technically proficient – know the correct table setting, placement and removal of plates, tableware, and 
glassware.  

Do not remove plates while others at the table are still eating unless requested by the diner.

Do not disturb tables unnecessarily.

If a member engages you in a lengthy conversation, especially on a sensitive topic such as politics, religion, 
or other members, excuse yourself with a smile, an apology, and a polite departure.

Wine Pronunciation
Listed below are the correct way to pronounce some of the wines we carry.  Practice pronouncing 
them.

1.  Cabernet Sauvignon (kahb-her-NAY   SO-ven-nyawn)

2.  Sauvignon Blanc (Sau-vin-nyawn   BLAWN)

3.  Merlot (mar-LO)

4.  Chardonnay (SHAR-don-nay)

5.  Chianti (key-ON-te)

6.  Fume Blanc (FOO-may   BLAWN)

7.  Pinot Grigio (PEE-no   GREE-zhi-o)

8.  Zinfandel (ZIHN-fahn-dehl)

9.  Pinot Noir (PEE-no   NWAR)

D  a  i  l  y     R  e  v  i  e  w
• Specials
• Appetizers du Jour
• Wines by the Glass
• Specialty Drinks
• Menu tasting

• Espresso/Cappuccino
• Desserts du Jour
• Reservations
• Special Parties
• Upcoming Club Events
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Service Tip of the Day
While you can never know for sure how 
busy you’ll be in any given meal period, it is 
always helpful to know the average number 
of meals served for lunch or dinner by day 
of week for the past several months.  These 
averages combined with the number of 
reservations on the books, should give a 
pretty good indication of how busy you can 
expect to be.

A further refinement would be to find out 
what else is happening at the club that day.  
A busy tennis clinic in the morning may 
result in a healthy lunch crowd when the 
clinic ends.

Setting up a formal forecast system is an 
excellent way to take all variables into 
account and make your best guess as to how 
many will be served.  After the meal period, 
compare your forecast to actual and note any 
reasons for significant discrepancies. 

Keeping a log of forecasts and actual meals 
served will become an excellent forecasting 
tool for future meal periods.

Sales Tip of the Day
How and When to Serve German Wines

White wines, light wines, fresh wines go 
well with almost all foods, particularly 
those that come from the sea.  They are 
dry and sharp, without being acid, and 
when they are sweet, they are not cloying.  

A well-chilled bottle of Moselle wine is 
the summer luncheon or dinner wine par 
excellence.  

Another pleasant way to drink German 
wines is with soda water, mixed half and 
half.  This produces a spritzer with a 
pleasing, flowery perfume.  

German wines are often drunk by 
themselves after a meal instead of with the 
meal.  In Germany they are commonly 
served at eleven A.M. - the equivalent of a 
U.S. coffee break.

SERVICE TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES
In order for any service system to work, each member of the service 
team - from host to server assistant – must contribute to the collective 
effort.  There is nobody on the team that is more or less important in 
our efforts to achieve our ultimate goal of satisfying our members.

Host
The host is the first person to speak to the member, either in person or 
by phone.  For this reason, the host must be well versed regarding the 
menu, daily features, wine list, and general information, and the host 
station must be well organized.  It is also important to properly 
organize the dining room to avoid confusion on the floor and in the 
kitchen.  Always wear a watch to keep track of seatings and eating 
times.

After the initial greeting and seating, the host will lead members to a 
specific table where they will be seated.  The host should attempt to 
hold members’ chairs, particularly for ladies, the elderly, and 
children, so long as this effort does not appear awkward or clumsy.  
Present the menus, again ladies first, and describe any daily features.

• Example:  If the feature is Grilled Swordfish with lemon 
butter and cilantro served with snow peas and an oriental 
spring roll, simply say, "The feature is an excellent swordfish 
dinner which your server, William, will describe in detail."  

• This presentation does three things:  it gives the member a hint 
of the feature, it introduces the server, and it will open a 
dialogue between the member and the server.

The host should wish the members a pleasant meal and return to the 
host station.  As the host returns to the station, he or she should check 
the dining room for tables lingering, paying, vacating, etc.  This will 
help to plan resets or building tables as the meal period progresses.

Server Assistant
The server assistant is a valuable link in the service chain.  For this 
reason, the server assistant must be prepared for the specific meal to 
be served by completing the specific mise en place for that meal.

A server assistant's first duty is delivering water, bread, and butter 
with a smile and a greeting.  While being friendly and courteous, the 
server assistant should not engage in conversation unless initiated by 
the member.  Immediately after serving water, check other tables in 
the area to see if they need service or refills.

A server assistant's second duty is to assist servers as needed to serve 
and clear plates.  A third duty is to provide coffee service.  Lastly, a 
server assistant must reset tables quickly and efficiently to allow us to 
"turn" tables faster.  The host and the server assistant will work 
together to turn tables.

While these responsibilities may seem limited, with 8 to 12 tables per 
server assistant, it is a full and demanding job when done right.

Servers
The third link in the service chain is the server.  Since he or she has 
the greatest contact with our members and is ultimately responsible 
for the timely service of the meal, the server must be completely 
versed on the menu, wine list, and correct sequence of service.

(Continued on Reverse)



SERVICE TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES, Continued
The server's first responsibility is to be prepared prior to approaching the table, i.e., to know the features, have pen and dup
pad, etc.  The server should know how to use a duplicate pad and prepare a dup sheet for that specific table.  The number of 
members, the table number, the position numbers of the diners, with ladies circled - all information should be included.  

The server should understand how to approach the table with a greeting and a smile and offer cocktail service.  If cocktail 
service is desired the server must take the beverage order, enter the order in the point-of-sale system, and serve the cocktails.  
At this time, the server will explain the features in detail and give recommendations of at least one appetizer or special salad.  
The server will then excuse himself from the table, view his station for needed service and return to the kitchen (never 
empty-handed). 

When members are ready to order, the server should approach the table and ask if they wish to order.  Take orders of ladies 
first, using the standard abbreviations.  Ensure the order is complete and legible.  This dup will be the server’s only 
reference when entering the order into the POS terminal or for other servers who may deliver this meal.     

There must be no question as to table number, position of diner, individual orders, or special requests.  After order is taken, 
the server will return to the pantry and enter the order into the POS terminal. 

The service of the first course, appetizer, soup, salad, or entree, is always ladies first, oldest to youngest.  Using the focal
point method of service helps keep track of who gets what order. 

If wine service is needed, note bin number on dup pad, provide table with wine glasses, and serve appropriate wine.

Approximately 2 to 3 minutes after serving food orders, the server should ask members if their meal is prepared to their 
satisfaction.  If there is a problem, it should be handled immediately. 

Clearing of table:  Servers should wait until the last person is finished to clear each course.  Before coffee and dessert 
service, clear everything that shall not be used from the table, i.e., bread and butter plates, breadbasket, etc.  Offer clean 
flatware where necessary.

Offer coffee service, cordial service, and present dessert tray.  Servers must be prepared to recite cordials and desserts from 
memory.

After final coffee and dessert service, the server will prepare the charge slip but refrain from presenting it immediately.  The
member will let the server know when he or she is ready to settle up.  This will also help the host know when the tables are 
about to turn.  The server will then present the charge slip.  The server should not stand at the table and wait for the signed 
charge slip unless the member indicates he or she is in a hurry and wants you to. 

After the party has left the dining room, the server will pick up the signed charge slip.  

If a member or guest places a credit card with the charge slip, this is indication that he or she will be paying with a credit 
card.  The server must run the credit card and return the credit card charge slip to member for signature. 

Finally, the server should thank members and bid them farewell.

D  a  i  l  y     R  e  v  i  e  w
• Specials
• Appetizers du Jour
• Wines by the Glass
• Specialty Drinks
• Menu tasting

• Espresso/Cappuccino
• Desserts du Jour
• Reservations
• Special Parties
• Upcoming Club Events
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Personal Grooming
& Hygiene

Personal grooming and hygiene is an 
essential aspect of providing food service.  
The following Company policies dictate 
standards for this all-important area.  

Makeup should be worn in moderation.  
Excessive eye shadow, mascara, cologne, 
etc., is inappropriate for the workplace. 

Jewelry also should be worn in moderation 
and should not unnecessarily call attention 
to oneself.  If ears are pierced, small 
earrings (studs) may be worn, but avoid 
larger, hanging styles.  Other than a watch 
or inconspicuous ring, jewelry should be 
taken off before work, or better yet, left at 
home where it will not be lost.

(Continued on Reverse)

Sales Tip of the Day
Servers can increase sales by taking the 
initiative to:

• Sell 5 Scotch and waters at $5.25 each 
night, times five shifts a week, times fifty 
weeks a year = $6,562. (Just for asking for a 
cocktail!)

• Now upsell those scotch and waters to a 
top shelf brand at $6.00 each shift, times 
five shifts a week, times fifty weeks a year 
= $7,500.  (A difference of almost $1,000 
just for suggesting a better brand!)

• Now figure how much more in check 
averages you can achieve over a year when 
you sell an extra four appetizers or two 
desserts each night.  Look at the difference 
using the formula above.  You’ll be amazed 
at the difference in check averages.

The great thing about this approach is that 
you don’t have to sell an appetizer, bottle of 
wine, and a dessert to every member to 
achieve higher check averages.  Only every 
tenth or twelfth member!  This is attainable 
by everyone, if only you try.

Food Terms
Tahini (teh-HE-knee) - sesame paste; pureed chickpeas mixed with

sesame paste.

Focaccia (fo-kah-CHEE-ah) - Italy, a flat, round bread seasoned 
with sage and bacon.

Cilantro (suh-LAWN-tro) - USA, fresh coriander (an herb).

Bev Terms
Pulque - the fermented product of the mezcal plant, which 

belongs to the genus agave.  Used in making Tequila.

Grand Marnier (MAR-knee-yay) - one of the finest orange 
Curaçao liqueurs.  It is made of a Cognac base, from small, 
green Curaçao oranges that are hand peeled.  Distilled in 
France.  80 proof.

SERVER RESPONSIBILITIES

Since he or she has the greatest contact with our 
members and is ultimately responsible for the 
timely service of the meal, the server must be 
completely versed on the menu, wine list, and 
correct sequence of service.

The server's first responsibility is to be prepared 
prior to approaching the table, i.e., to know the 
features, have pen and duplicate pad, etc.

Approximately 2 to 3 minutes after serving food 
orders, the server should ask members if their meal 
is prepared to their satisfaction.  If there is a 
problem, it should be handled immediately. 

Servers should wait until the last person is finished 
to clear each course.  Before coffee and dessert 
service, clear everything that shall not be used 
from the table, i.e., bread and butter plates, bread-
basket, etc.  Offer clean flatware where necessary.

After final coffee and dessert service, prepare the 
charge slip but refrain from presenting it 
immediately.  The member will let the server know  
when he or she is ready to settle up. 



Personal Grooming & Hygiene, Continued
Hair should be a natural color, be clean and in a style appropriate for the workplace.  In food service areas, 
hair must be restrained if longer than shoulder length and must be kept off the face.

Constant hand washing is a must, particularly for food service employees!   Keep fingernails clean and 
neatly trimmed.

In food service areas take particular care to avoid fussing with face or hair, nail or cuticle biting, careless 
sneezing or coughing, combing hair, and scratching in any form.

Common Cooking Techniques

1. Poach       Moist heat cooking method in which items are totally immersed in a liquid 
bath.  

2.  Roast      Dry heat cooking method in which items are cooked by surround heat 
usually in an oven or on a spit over a fire.

3.  Sauté      Dry heat cooking method in which items are cooked in a pan in a small 
amount of fat with high heat over a direct heat source.

4.  Scald To heat a liquid (usually milk or cream) just below the boiling point.

5.  Sear To brown the surface of food in fat over a high heat to seal in its 
natural juices and add flavor and color.  Seared foods are usually 
finished by some other cooking method, i.e., braising, stewing, etc.

6.  Smoke Any of several methods for preserving and flavoring foods by exposing 
them to smoke.  Methods include cold smoking (in which items are not 
fully cooked) and hot smoking (in which items are cooked in the process).

7. Steam       Moist heat cooking method in which items are cooked in a vapor bath 
created by boiling water or other liquids.

8.  Stew        Combination moist and dry heat cooking method almost identical to 
braising, but using smaller food items and a shorter cooking time.

9.  Simmer    Cooked gently in a liquid over low heat just below the boiling point.

10.  Sweat To cook an item, usually vegetables, in a covered pan with a small amount 
of fat until it softens and releases moisture.

D  a  i  l  y     R  e  v  i  e  w
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• Appetizers du Jour
• Wines by the Glass
• Specialty Drinks
• Menu tasting

• Espresso/Cappuccino
• Desserts du Jour
• Reservations
• Special Parties
• Upcoming Club Events
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Service Tip of the Day
What music do you play during the different 
meal periods and at what volume setting?

Music can be a pleasant accompaniment to 
any meal, but it can also be a source of 
irritation if played too loud or if the music is 
inappropriate to the crowd, the mood, or the 
occasion.

Most clubs subscribe to a music service that 
can provide a wide variety of music.  
Selecting the most appropriate music for 
particular meal periods is an important 
element of establishing ambience.  Classical 
or contemporary jazz is often a good mix for 
evening meals, while lunch music can mix 
more popular, and light or classic rock.

Regardless of selection, playing the music at 
an appropriate volume is of absolute 
importance.  Managers should establish 
guidelines for musical selections and 

guidelines for each meal period.

Server Information & Expectations
Quality Assurance
Everyone in a food service operation is 
responsible for the quality of what we 
prepare and serve.  The bartender or server 
has a special responsibility in that he or 
she is the last person to handle the food or 
drink before presenting it to members.  

As a result, it is extremely important for 
servers to be alert to the food and drink 
you are serving.  If it doesn't look or smell 
right, take it to the Chef, the Dining Room 
Manager, or other Supervisor in charge.

Further, Club food service employees use 
a series of quality inspection checklists as 
reminders of some of the important aspects 
of providing quality to our members.  
These checklists are of no use if you fill 
them out in an automatic manner without 
taking the time to actually check the items 
on the list.  Your cooperation will help us 
provide the quality that our members  
expect.

Wine Terms
Chardonnay - or Pinot Chardonnay.  The noblest grape variety for 

making dry white wines; makes magnificent but costly wine 
in Napa Valley, CA; also grown in Burgundy, Central 
Europe, and Australia; produces a pale, straw-colored wine 
sometimes with a hint of green, and an apple or peach 
flavor; can be fresh and fruity when not aged in oak; one of 
the three most important grape varieties in the making of 
Champagne.  The other two varieties are Pinot Noir and 
Pinot Meunier.

Lambrusco (lahm-BRU-sko) - an Italian grape that produces a 
very bright, dry red wine with slight sweetness, and a thick, 
but short-lived sparkling froth.

May Wine - a semisweet appetizer wine of light body.

USING A COCKTAIL TRAY
You should always use a cocktail tray to serve members.  
Beverages should never be carried in your hands.

The cocktail tray is a small round tray, usually measuring 12 to 14 
inches in diameter, with a cork surface to keep glasses from 
sliding.  

Carrying the Tray.  When carrying drinks on the cocktail tray, 
hold the tray on your fingertips with the palm of your hand facing 
up.  Fingers must be splayed to give the tray greater stability.  The 
tray should be carried in the left hand at a comfortable height -
usually with the elbow bent at a 90-degree angle so that the 
forearm and tray are parallel to the ground.

• When loading the tray at the bar with beverages to be 
served, load the tray in reverse order that you will serve.  
You should place the taller and heavier glasses in the 
center of the tray, with smaller, shorter glasses around the 
edges.  This gives the tray the greatest stability.

• When serving drinks to members, announce the drink, 
keeping in mind the order of service (women first, oldest to 
youngest), take care not to unbalance the tray by taking all 
glasses from one side.  Shift drinks on the tray, if 
necessary, to maintain comfortable balance.

• When clearing dirty tables, use the tray to carry glasses and 
trash.  All of the same procedures apply as for carrying a 
tray of drinks, i.e., keep the tray balanced.

Demonstration.  You will be given a demonstration of the proper 
way to carry a tray and an opportunity to carry full glasses on the 
tray and to practice serving and clearing tables.



DESSERT MENUS
Dessert is one of the four major opportunities to upsell to your members.  All you have to do is to suggest 
one of your dessert menu items after the table has finished their entrée.  Be prepared to describe your 
desserts in a mouth-watering way.  Know how each item is prepared and use tempting descriptors, such as 
freshly made, hot from the oven, topped with our chef’s own special sauce.  Many members and guests 
will say “no” but if you ask every time, a certain percentage will “bite.”

Once a member has said yes, you still have the opportunity to add to their enjoyment of the dessert by 
suggesting an espresso to accompany their cake, a scoop of ice cream to enhance their hot pie, a liqueur to 
accompany their dessert.

In many cases, one person at the table will order a dessert but the others will decline.  Here’s the chance to 
interest the others in a specialty coffee or after dinner drink, so that they have something to enjoy while 
their friend is eating his dessert.  Upselling isn’t hard, particularly if you take it as a challenge to your 
initiative and ingenuity.

Your Dessert Menu
Review your dessert menu and discuss interesting and tempting descriptors for each one.

Brainstorm three ways to enhance each dessert on your menu - coffees, liqueurs, ice cream.

Practice making suggestions for each dessert on your menu.

Set up a contest to see who can sell the most desserts during the coming meal period.

See who can sell the most accompaniments.

After the meal period share with each other the most successful techniques.
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